Driving instructions for BEST WESTERN ToRVEhallerne.
If you come from the South on E45: Take exit 61A towards Vejle C. Turn left towards the center of Vejle.
If you come from the North on E45: Take exit 61A towards Vejle C. Turn right towards the center of Vejle.
Then:
Drive straight ahead for about 4 kilometers. At the second traﬃc light, after you have driven down the big
hill, you turn right. (You can recognize the traﬃc light, because the big “rusty” building called Bryggen is on
the corner just across the street). Then you turn left at the second traﬃc light where you should be able to
ﬁnd clear signage guiding you the last 100 meters to BEST WESTERN ToRVEhallernes parking basement. You
can drive down into the basement from Fiskergade.
The basement to the left is the one which is closed at night and here you will also ﬁnd the elevator going up
to VÆKSTHUSET at the ground level. Go straight into VÆKSTHUSET from the elevator, pass the stairs and
turn right. Pass the big bar and walk into the reception.
Parking
BEST WESTERN ToRVEhallerne has its own professional, locked and heated parking basement, which also
includes video surveillance.
There is also outside parking on Fiskergade and Foldegade, but only on our side of the street. There are a
lot of private parking spaces, which we cannot control.
When you are a guest at BEST WESTERN ToRVEhallerne, you can take a parking-ticket in one of the orange
ticket-machines. There are three machines. The first is located on the corner of Fiskergade and Foldegade,
while the other two are in the basements. To take a ticket, start by pushing the English ﬂag to make the
screen English. Then you push “hotel and conference”, chose the time you want:
1 hour
28 DKK.
8 hours
98 DKK.
24 hours
128 DKK.
And then you get a ticket where the ﬁrst part goes to the front window and the second part has to be
brought to the reception, where the receptionist has to activate the ticket within 15 minutes. You have to
pay for the parking in the reception to get the discount.
Contact the reception if you have any questions regarding the parking.
The train station is located right next to ToRVEhallerne, which makes public transportation ideal.

